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ABSTRACT 

We live in a world where we are continuously exposed to images, advertisements, logos at the fast pace 

of consumerism. 

Everything seems to pass through, without leaving a mark. It is nothing like that. 

To get in the head of the consumer and impress him is the aim of the marketing plan of companies, mainly 

those in the Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) industry. 

The instruments to obtain that are many and different one from another and the strategy especially 

depends on the product industry, on the market and on target consumers, but the outcome is always 

uncertain, given the high subjectivity of consumers' behavior. 

Among marketing strategies, communication plays a fundamental role: the consumer should associate the 

brand with the values of the company and with the quality of the offered product/service. 

Everything that constitutes a contact with the potential consumer is said "touchpoint"; among the 

touchpoints "visibility materials" are worth a deeper analysis. 

This thesis will focus on the instrument of visibility materials and their application in the coffee market, 

bringing as case study the related strategy of Luigi Lavazza S.p.A, among the market leaders. 

The discussion will lead to the understanding of the importance of the instrument in terms of building 

customer loyalty, together with consolidating the relationship with the points of sale, through the analysis 

of cost pricing and activation strategies. 

Furthermore, an analysis of the management of the marketing instrument will be conducted from the point 

of view of HQ Demand Planning, department that is particularly significant because it acts as bridge 

between the Marketing department (that develops the marketing plan) and the production. 

Demand Planning has been a relevant observation point to understand the evolution of visibility materials 

and their increasing importance in last years. 
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1. Introduction 
The first part of this thesis is focused on understanding the importance of marketing activities to build 

a pleasant customer journey, in a way that he wants to repeat the experience and becomes attached 

to the brand, as bearer of company’s values. This strategy is carried out by brand touchpoints, among 

which visibility materials have a strong impact on visual communication. 

After an introduction of marketing concepts, the following chapters will focus on the instrument of 

visibility materials in the industry of coffee, where the high competition and the need of continuously 

attracting consumers require massive investments in targeted marketing actions. 

Then, by means of a case study, the effectiveness of the instrument, applied to boost performances in 

the direction of the company’s strategic plan, will be analyzed for the market leader company Luigi 

Lavazza S.p.A. 

1.1. Marketing 
The definition of marketing is continuously adapting to an ever-changing world, in which the concept 

is applied every day in different facets and in different fields. 

The first definition dates back to 1985 when the American Marketing Association (AMA) defined 

marketing as “the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing, promotion, and 

distribution of ideas, goods, and services to create exchanges that satisfy individual and organizational 

goals”, while the more recent definition, approved by AMA in 2017, states: “marketing is the activity, 

set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings 

that have value for customers, clients, partners, and society at large.”[1] 

What emerges is the social aim of the discipline and the strict connection with the relationship with 

customers as source of value exchange, this explains why understanding the market and its needs is at 

the basis of marketing strategy of a firm (fig.1.1). 

Successful strategies are based on creating a full brand experience for consumers, by selling not only 

the product itself but a real unforgettable journey. 

 

Figure 1.1 The marketing process: value creation 
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Marketing mix models, targeting, positioning, segmentation 

In order to reach the goals of creating a profitable relationship with customers, various frameworks 

have been developed in theory, all of these models define the the so called marketing mix and 

companies deploy it in their marketing strategy. 

The term “marketing” has been coined by Neil H.Borden, professor emeritus of marketing and 

advertising at the Harvard Business School, following the definition of his colleague professor J. 

Culliton, who described the business executive as a "mixer of ingredients” and then this concept has 

been developed in the 1950s-60s, spread through the article of Borden “The concept of the marketing 

mix” written in 1964, in which he explained how marketing has not unique rules to success, but starting 

with a series of common elements, each manager should follow its own strategy by blending the 

constituents and obtaining a singular receipt.[2] 

In the years that followed the articles, marketing studies were focused on the search of those 

“common basic ingredients”, they have been defined and, as one can imagine, they also have changed 

over time, together with the evolution of the subject. 

The commonly used model is called “4Ps”(McCarthy, 1978), that represent those strategies developed 

by a using a mix of: Product, Price, Place and Promotion and it is mainly product-focused; another 

model, that is taking hold, reflecting the shift of interests from supplier to buyer side, is the customer-

driven “4Cs” model (Kotler, 1984), based on: Customer, Cost, Convenience and Communication 

ingredients. 

Despite the wide differences among the starting elements, both methods require a defined market 

strategy to understand and convince the customer; the most used method is the one performed 

through segmentation, targeting, positioning and differentiation (STPD) (fig.1.2). 

According to this method, these steps should be taken sequentially: first it is fundamental to identify 

which are the predominant characteristics of the market, that are the most critical, valuable and 

determinant for the company, with respect to the product, and to segment the market on the base of 

them (market analysis), while to target means to choose which segment-s to address and serve 

(demand analysis). 

Differentiation and positioning should be intended relatively to the competitors: how to 

distinguish and gain competitive advantage and decide on what to focus and direct decisions in order 

to attract the chosen segment-s (Internal analysis): is your product a commodity? is it for a niche? is 

your consumer cost or quality driven? How large and spread is the market you compete in? Which are 

the channels to use for its commercialization? How is the supply chain extended? Which are the 

touchpoints with the consumers? How much advertising impacts on customer’s behaviour? And finally, 

how is your consumer engaged and retained?[3] 
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Figure 1.2 Managing marketing strategy and the marketing m 

ix 

1.1.1. The Customer journey 

Why should a potential buyer choose exactly your product? How does the choice happen? 

Consumer behavior is complex to be determined, forecasted and then managed, mainly because it is 

irrational and because it is motivated by cultural, social, personal and psychological factors, that are 

not easy to be identified in real life and they are only partially influenced by the firm (fig. 1.3). 

Positioning, segmentation and targeting are aimed to reduce the variance of cultural, social and 

personal aspects, by identifying people united by the same factors and tailoring strategies and 

products to their specific needs. 

However, interactions and many other external variables, that play a role in the choice, are so unique 

that no model can explain the phenomenon completely, leading to infinite combinations of 

unexplainable behaviors. 

Figure 1.3 Factor influencing consumer behavior 

Marketing, instead, comes along to act on psychological factors, by creating a unique experience for 

the customer and by embodying shared values. [4] 
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The decision-making activity of the buyer is dynamic, it evolves over time together with the knowledge 

of the firm, in what is called customer journey (fig 1.4). Customer purchasing experience can be 

described as a funnel that starts with the brand awareness and terminates with the retention of the      

loyal customer.[5] 

To understand how this relationship evolves, the concepts of brand equity and of its components are 
required. 

1.1.2.      Brand Equity and Brand Awareness 

Brand Equity (BE) is an intangible asset of firms, the strength and the prestige that the brand has built 

over time through the adopted marketing strategies. Brand equity has direct effect on the value of the 

product and financially speaking can be also defined as the additional (or deducted) value of a product 

that comes from the perception of the consumer of the brand and not from particular physical 

characteristics of the product itself. 

This means that brand equity leads to potentially higher willingness to pay of the consumer: given the 

same but unbranded product (same cost of production and same quality), the firm with positive BE is 

able to sell it at higher price (price premium), gaining a superior margin.  

Many interpretations and explanations about how brand equity is built and how it influences customer 

decision-making choices are emerged in literature, here the two most diffused will be briefly treated. 

- The “Five assets model” (David Aaker, 1991) (fig. 1.5) 

According to Aaker, brand equity is explained through its “antecedents” or “components”: brand 

loyalty, brand awareness, perceived quality, brand association and other proprietary assets (mainly 

represented by competitive advantage), this model puts the stress of the results on company’s efforts 

in marketing strategy, resulting in these components. 

- “Keller’s model”, also known as the “Customer-Based Brand Equity (CBBE) model” (Kevin Lane 

Keller, 1993) (fig.1.6) 

In this approach, brand equity comes from the personal experience of the customer with the company, 

result is explained by consumers behavior and attitude towards the brand, still influenced by the 

company’s choices; Keller represented his model as a pyramid, that, from bottom to top, can resemble 

the customer journey funnel, made up of six elements, that are the steps from the awareness of the 

Figure 1.4 The customer journey 
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consumer, who identifies the salient aspects of the brand, passing through a rational (performances 

and judgments) or emotional (imagery and feeling) experience, up to the loyalty (resonance). 

Simultaneously,  firm, to accompany its consumers, should start from building brand identity (bottom) 

in order to end up, climbing, with the maintaining of a solid relationship buyer-brand (on the top).[6][7] 

Other models have been developed in more recent years, adapting and integrating the versions of 
Keller or Aaker  

Following literature approach, for which BE is something attached to the 

brand, but at the same time developed in a unique way in each single 

consumer, a spontaneous question can be raised: How can a company measure 

its brand equity and compare it with those of competitors? 

As the two previous models show, there is not just a single factor to be 

considered when dealing with brand equity, moreover, most of the relevant 

aspects are not even measurable. 

The same author of the 5 assets model, Aaker, proposed the identification of 

the fundamental measures “the brand equity ten”: 10 dimensions grouped in 

5 categories, that in some way mirror its model (fig. 1.7). 

The idea is to construct a model based on weights given to the different 

measures, and try to obtain relevant answer from questionnaires to 

consumers. The most difficult part is to find measurable dimensions for all the 

variables, to structure questions for customers and also to decide appropriate 

weights on the basis of market and products. 

Figure 1.7 Aaker’s model: Five assets Figure 1.5 Keller’s model: CBBE 

Figure 1.6 The Brand Equity ten 
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Then, at the author has been asked if it was possible to choose one single measure and his answer 

was: <<The price premium may be the best single measure of brand equity available because, in most 

contexts, any driver of brand equity should affect the price premium. The price premium thus becomes 

a reasonable summary of the strength of the brand>>. 

The answer should not surprise, since we can see that it is reflected also in the definition of brand 

equity. [8][9][10][11] 

Nowadays, different indexes have been developed by multinational companies, aimed at establish a 

ranking in terms of brand strength. Their methods are secret, but every year the top ranking is 

publicly available. 

The most widespread are: 

- Best Global Brands valuation, the ranking draw up by Interbrand, taking into account three key 

components: an analysis of the financial performance of the branded products or services, of 

the role the brand plays in purchase decisions, and of the brand’s competitive strength (since 

1988) (fig.1.8).[12] 

- Brand Asset Valuation (BAV) tool, developed by Young and Rubicam’s, it computes brand 

vitality based on four measures: differentiation, relevance, esteem and knowledge (since 

1993).[13] 

- BrandZ valuation tool, based on Millward Brown’s brand equity database (since 2006). [14] 

- Rep Track Pulse score, by Brand Reputation Institute, that measures reputation and then 

strength of firm based on on four attributes: esteem, trust, admire and feeling (since 2006) (fig 

1.9).[15] 

Figure 1.9 Global RepTrak ranking, 2019 Figure 1.8Best Global Brands ranking, 2019 
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Coming back to the customer journey, with more consciousness about its importance, marketing 

theories agree that it all starts with brand awareness, one of the fundamental dimensions of brand 

equity. 

Brand awareness can be defined as the extent to which a customer is able to recognize a brand, and 

the way he is able to relate it to the offered products/services by the firm. 

There are two main aspects of awareness that are worth to stress: brand recall and  brand recognition. 

Brand recall - prior to purchase point - is the ability of consumer to come up with the name of the 

brand given the product category. (e.g. one needs a coffee and recalls Lavazza and Nespresso brands) 

Brand recognition - at purchase point - is the ability of the buyer to identify a brand just by looking at 

the product/service and to easily distinguish it from the others, be it for colors, packaging, other visual 

elements, jingles,... even without remembering the name of the brand. 

(e.g. when you are in the aisle of supermarket related to a product category and you are able to identify 

the brand just by the colors or shape of the packaging) 

Brand awareness allows the brand to easily be part of the consideration set: a further step in the 

customer journey, of which products taken into account for final purchase belong. 

When these factors are present, it is likely that the consumer, at the moment of purchase decision, 

would opt for the product whose brand of which is aware.  

This also because brand awareness reduces the perceived purchasing risk (play it safe). 

It is fundamental that a firm understands the importance of focus marketing strategy in strengthening 

the relationship with the consumer, leveraging brand awareness as first step towards purchasing 

decision and loyalty. This can be done by putting effort in advertising and in customer relationship 

management.  

Customer Relationship Management and Multichannel Customer Management  

Customer relationship management (CRM) is a combination of technologies (system), people 

(marketing analysts) and practices (processes) aimed at a deeper understanding of the company’s 

potential customer, managing existing relationships and retain customers. 

CRM system is based on data analysis and the improvements in this field in latest years, have made 

this discipline increasingly important among marketing functions. 

The tool basically translates customer inputs (answers to questionnaires, telephone recorded 

interviews,...) into information, used to boost and direct possible company actions. 

Data about interaction and satisfaction are collected throughout the entire customer journey and on 

the different channels and touchpoints the interactions take place. 

Beyond data about needs and their fulfillment, a firm may use the system to gather data about 

personal information, purchasing habits and history, preferences, suggestions and other interesting 

data, that can help with the outline of the consumers and can facilitate targeting and positioning. 
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The relationship between a company and its customer can develop in multiple ways both 

offline and online, that are called “channels”: these are the chances offered to the customer to come 

in contact with the firm and make a purchase, channels can be distribution c. and communication c., 

they include the brick-and-mortar stores and e-commerce sites, direct mails, social media, catalogs, 

online marketplaces, retail storefronts, online advertising or salespeople. 

The strategy of a firm that uses more than one medium is said to be “multi-channel” or “cross-

channel”, while when the shopping experience is fully integrated among all the different channels, it 

is called “omnichannel” (fig1.10). 

A firm is not necessarily required to be multi-channel or omnichannel, but for sure it enhances the 

interactions with the customers and it likely increases its user base, number of purchases and loyalty 

of buyers; at the same time this approach brings complexity in understanding and managing 

customers’ dynamics, inviting marketers in deeper researches about human purchases behaviors. 

A multichannel strategy is not efficient if it is not based on the integration of the different lines, in 

order to avoid incoherent behaviors and not to disperse value, delivering coordinated contents and a 

unique and consistent value proposition and so enhancing trust in the buyer.  

When dealing with this strategy, the CRM enters in the field of Multichannel Customer Management 

(MCM), in which is not only important direct efforts in the interactions with customers, but also to 

differentiate them among the different offered channels, so that they can feel free to move and choose 

and opt for their preferred experience, creating their own journey. 

As technology rapidly evolves, companies are moving toward omnichannel strategies, building 

databases of integrated and ever more reliable information, this does not exclude risks and challenges: 

different channels require different strategies and the deployment of different technologies and at the 

same time require coherence and coordination, leading to the necessity of heavy investments, often 

Figure 1.10 Multichannel customer experience 
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resulting in low Return on Investment; different technologies also mean different ways to gather data 

and the consequent difficulty to find a standardized method of collection or analysis. [16][17][18] 

1.1.3. Touchpoints 
Customer experience, CRM, multi-channel strategy and many concepts presented in the previous 

paragraphs, can be understood in a clearer way with the introduction of the definition of 

“touchpoints”. 

The term, in marketing, identifies anything that creates a point of contact, a bridge through which the 

consumer and the firm get in touch, the means of the meeting. 

Touchpoints, among different channels, are what creates the real experience, they are the expression 

of the firm strategy, where theory becomes practice, the ultimate test if marketing strategy actually 

works. 

The strategic power of them should not be underestimated: this represent a powerful instrument to 

gain competitive advantage: thanks to its touchpoints a firm is able to transmit to the customers its 

core values, to demonstrate its coherence and create engagement and finally it gives the possibility of 

comparison with competitors’ products.  

The coinage of the term “touchpoints” in marketing and CRM is not univocal: what one can find in 

literature is that the term appears in management reviews and articles only in the 90s, and the main 

business magazines such McKinsey Quarterly and Harvard Business Review adopted it only in the first 

years of this century. 

It is easy to imagine that the field is not entirely well defined yet, edges are blurred and researches 

about it are not always reliable. 

Boundaries and applicability of the definition are not set, actually the term can be applied in all stages 

of the customer experience and it holds for every distribution channel.  

Drawing from literature, some grouping methods have been developed in recent years, and they will 

be described soon. 

Another aspect that is important to stress, in the fact that touchpoints are something subjective to the 

consumer, this means that when formulating a marketing strategy, cognitive consumer behavior 

studies come in place and a qualitative analysis on the influence of touch points on the consumers’ 

choices is needed (Stein 2006 uses a sequential incident technique to identify touch points, categorize 

and define them), so that the firm can orchestrate and give its consumer the experience they wished. 

When dealing with touchpoints, we are referring to “brand touch points”, in the sense that the 

consumer get in touch with the company through the experience with everything concerning the brand 

and what the brand tells about the company. 
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And in few words, it can be said that touchpoints are what defines the brand identity in the customers 

minds. 

Therefore, we can say that to build an effective marketing strategy means to understand how the 

consumer perceives the firm through the points of contacts with it and to design and integrate them 

in a way that the firm is able to conceive the potential customer its core values, and ensure him the 

best experience/journey.  

After a review of the main classification and representation methods, a series of example will lead to 

the definition of visibility materials and the identification of them as fundamental touchpoints. 

Representation models 

Among the most diffused representation, the most basic one is the “brand touchpoint wheel 

framework” (fig 1.12 and 1.13), it considers touchpoints together with the evolving customer decision-

making process: pre-purchase, purchase, post-purchase. 

This representation method is effective because identifies the moment in which the contact customer-

company happens. 

This method, however, does not consider a fundamental variable: time. 

As already stressed, touchpoints act at cognitive level, building in the consumer his own idea of the 

brand, and they do so from the first time the customer gets in touch with the brand (awareness), 

through the perceptual space and the decision of purchasing the first time and finally touchpoints are 

needed to build the loyalty of the customers. 

This means that they can be represented along an ideal customer engagement line (fig 1.14 and 1.15), 

in which they can be divided by which require a digital approach and which are physical points of 

touch.[19][20][21] 

Figure 1.11 Brand touchpoints: wheel framework Figure 1.12 Brand touchpoints and customer decision making process 
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In the end, the most complete and coherent way to look at touchpoints is to see them in the entire 

marketing strategy, studying how the whole customer experience should evolve, it can be done by 

introducing brand touchpoints in the customer journey map (fig1.15). 

 

Since it is a hot topic in marketing studies, schemes and frameworks for the representation and 

classification of touch points are evolving and researches are looking for ever new significant variables, 

the brand touchpoints matrix -(2012-Jonas Persson of Hello Future) is an example of it: in the 

framework, touch points are distributed in a two-dimensional plan that considers not only the 

increasing level of engagement (from mass market to personal experience) but also the depth of the 

interaction (from quick to long-term). 

Figure 1.15 Brand touchpoints with timeline Figure 1.14 Brand touchpoints with timeline 

Figure 1.13 Customer journey map 
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1.1.3.1.  Touchpoints met in the customer journey 
The need of classification comes from the fact that touchpoints are many: during his “journey”, the 

customer will have the first contact with the brand through public relation (PR) campaigns, advertising 

seen/heard on TV, on the radio, on flyers or online, digital billboard ads, awareness in the potential 

consumer is raised also through word-of-mouth, viral emails or by simple peer observation.(fig1.16) 

Once the consumer is aware of the brand, it comes in place the consideration, it means that the 

potential consumer in the decision-making process of buying a product, thinks of that brand as possible 

choice, touchpoints helping this fundamental step should be present in all the channels and they are 

for example the lending page, the blog or even trade shows and other events, exposure to the brand 

from sponsorships, packaging and POP materials and also exterior signages (fig1.17). 

 

The customer has now opted for purchasing and the points of touch with the company are the brick-

and mortar shop, in which the elements of major importance are the physical environment, the 

internal facilities, the general atmosphere and the interaction with staff and sales person, other touch 

Figure 1.16 Brand touchpoints: awareness 

Figure 1.17Brand touchpoints: consideration 
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points aimed at the purchasing step are catalogues, point-of-sale material in retailers, the website with 

its proposals and the e-commerce site. (fig.1.18) 

The relationship customer-brand is strengthened in the post-purchase activities and, particularly 

trough product interaction and when dealing with services and support: phone calls and mails for 

feedbacks and customer support, and social media campaigns. 

Lastly, touch points that can ensure loyalty to the brand, meaning the consumer, in the decision-

making process of buying, will surely opt for the brand because he trusts it, in this step touch points 

are represented mainly by promotions, newsletters, blogs, surveys, loyalty programs, product quality, 

reviews and reputation system. 

Eyesight is the first sense activated by the customer when approaching an unknown firm, is it either 

because potential customer stumbled upon an advertising that catch his attention, or because the logo 

transmitted a shared value or because the packaging or the design are appealing. 

What the potential customer gets at first sight has a strong impact: brand awareness, as consideration 

phases and also purchasing choice are enhanced by visual communication of the brand, it is for this 

reason that it is at the base of every marketing strategy of success. 

The strategy works if the firm is able to convey a message that is either coherent with its values and 

endorsed by the potential customers. 

Those visual touchpoints that show the logo, enhancing its visibility, and enable to build the brand 

identity, are called visibility materials. 

This definition is deliberately broad: the term can be used to describe an infinite variety of 

communication means: from external signage of the points of sale to the gadgets distributed at fair 

trades, accessories characterizing the environment and sponsored clothes of personnel. 

However, the most effective visibility materials are those that are in some way complementary to the 

core product and functional to its consumption, because, in that way, logos, not only recall the brand 

in the mind of consumer, but also the product/service offered by the company. 

Figure 1.18 Brand touchpoints: purchasing 
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To make this concept more clear, some examples that can be mentioned are: customized glasses for  

specific alcoholic drinks, branded hangers for clothes, cups and spoons in coffee industry, reusable 

shopping bags of stores. 

An example of the use of strong visual communication to increase the probability of “gut” 

purchase, is the so called “POP” strategy, where pop stands for point-of-purchase, this marketing 

strategy consists in to conveniently locate visibility materials (such as displays or other articles) in the 

store. The objective is to enhance awareness of the brand and the visibility of the product itself,  

accompanying the consumer in an experience that will last also out of the shop. 

1.2.  Value delivery network 
From the raw materials to the consumer, the product can go through a variety of steps, depending on 

how the supply chain is structured and on the complexity of the established relationships. 

Products progressively get enriched with technological added value, generating profits for the entities 

involved at each level. 

The first important thing to analyze is whether the business is targeted for private consumers (B2C) or 

for other commercial businesses (B2B), this does not exclude that complex firms could specialize in 

both branches. 

In both cases, there can be intermediaries between the producer and the buyer, that are respectively 

the point of sale for B2C (retailer) and distributors for b2b; marketing strategy when more 

intermediaries divide the producer from the final consumer is critical and the development of a 

strategic plan shared at all levels and the building of a strong brand identity within the organization is 

fundamental for success. 

Fig.1.19 shows possible structures of a value chain both B2B and B2C. 

The use of marketing for B2C is fundamentally based on visual communication and touchpoints, since 

final product/service goes directly in the hands of the consumer and the efforts of the firm are 

immediately observable in the consumer satisfaction or dissatisfaction. 

In this case market researches can give inputs on how to act in the market and feedbacks on 

performances and it is for this reason this thesis will focus on this commercial sector.( leaving further 

deepening on B2B to the reader). 
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Firms working with Business-to-consumer commercial models are characterized by large number of 

customers downstream in the value chain and an elastic and fluctuant demand over time. Substitution 

effect can be an issue, since  there is not an individual relationship with the single potential buyer when 

he’s taking buying-decisions. This last point highlights again the importance of brand equity as strategy 

to avoid substitution effect, so that even if he buyer doesn’t find the product he is looking for, he won’t 

choose another equivalent item in the point of sales, but rather, he is willing to change POS or wait for 

the product he desires to be available. 

These characteristics suggest that, to properly work, a B2C firm has to develop a detailed demand plan, 

that should take into account: strategies for creating loyal consumers, data exchange between the 

intermediaries along the entire supply chain and the application of demand forecast methods.[20][21]. 

  

Figure 1.19 Consumer and business marketing channels 
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2. The coffee industry 

2.1.  Overview 
Before proceeding any forward, it is important to clarify what is meant with the term “Coffee” as this 

may be misleading, since the vocabulary means both the plant from which are taken the beans and 

the brewed drink made from those beans. 

Anyway, the coffee industry includes the entire coffee beans’ journey from the plant cultivation up to 

the final user purchasing and consumption of the end product.(fig.2.1) 

However, companies that will be treated in this thesis, are importer companies, which focus their 

business on the processes in the countries of distribution, managing many relationships with the 

countries of origin and creating a network of trusted suppliers, making it one of the most traded 

commodity in the world. 

Fig.2.2 gives an idea about the coffee import volumes worldwide, the graph shows the ranking of 

countries for amount yearly imported; USA dominates the market, followed by Germany and Italy. 

When referring to “coffee industry” from now on, it will be meant only this part of the whole supply 

chain. 

Coffee is mainly sold as hot brewed beverage or as packages or capsules of powder, obtained from 

grinding roasted beans, according to the different channels of distribution. 

Figure 2.1 Coffee lifecycle 
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Figure 2.2 Top coffee importer worldwide 

Numbers regarding the consumption of coffee register that in the last year (May 2019- April 2020) 

world coffee consumption is estimated at 169.34 million bags (60kg), while in terms of cups over 2.25 

billion cups of coffee are consumed in the world every day. [22] 

For its consumption trends, coffee has to be considered in the sector of the fast moving consumer 

goods (FMCG), that are defined as products that sell quickly (high volumes and rapid consumption) at 

relatively low cost.[23] 

Two main types of products are included when high turnover rate and short shelf life are considered: 

those that are perishable for nature and those with a very high demand. Are FMCG: food (processed, 

dry, frozen, baked, and prepared meals) and beverages, but also non-durable goods such as medicines, 

some household products, cosmetics, toiletries and stationery goods. 

For its characteristics, the market for FMCG is highly competitive, resulting in low prices for buyers and 

low margins for producers and making the role of marketing fundamental for the purchasing choices 

of consumers. Not surprisingly, this sector is also known as consumer packaged goods. 

Piecing together the history of coffee, as for the majority of receipts, is far from easy; 

researchers trace back the cultivation of the plant and the use of the bean in Ethiopia, precisely in the 

province of Keffa, from there the diffusion in XIII and XIV centuries in Yemen and along the east coasts 

until it reached Makkah and Medina. 

The spreading of the beverage has been reconnected to the propagation of the islamic religion, which 

does not allow the consumption of alcohol, so that wine was substituted  with the energizing drink 

obtained by coffee. 

At that time Italian commercial trading with Ottoman empire was flourishing and soon the beans were 

sold as medicines and spices and the beverage was very successful. 
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In Europe from XVII century on, Coffee-shops started to spread and become a trend, and a meeting 

place for intellectuals. 

Nowadays coffee is spread all over the world and each culture has developed its own rituals around 

the drink, from the preparation to the consumption, Italy is famous all over the world for its espresso 

and for cappuccino preparation methods. [24] 

Italian context 

In the ranking of worldwide coffee consumers, italians are in the 13th position, with an average coffee 

consumption of 5,9 kg per person per year, with an overall yearly consumption of 37 billion cups. 

From a study conducted by Coffee Monitor Norisma in 2018, it has emerged that 95% of respondents 

drink coffee regularly, among them the 58% drink 1 or 2 cups a day, 37% of them 3 or 4 cups a day and 

remaining 5% more than 5 cups a day. 

The industry of coffee in Italy has grown around the small shops and drugstores, perfectioning 

the art of roasting, grinding and packaging up to nowadays, when the Country counts more than 1000 

enterprises in the industry of coffee. 

What characterizes the coffee market is that more than half market is covered by the first (in terms of 

value produced) few groups: Luigi Lavazza, Nestlé Italy (Nescafé + Nespresso), Massimo Zanetti 

Segafredo, Illycaffè, Kimbo Caffè and JD Edwards. 

Another principal feature of this market is that companies operate on different distribution channels 

(i.e. retail, HoReCa, OCS&VENDING, E-commerce), with a wide range of products and in multiple 

geographies, resulting in a very fragmented market in which comparisons analyses are complex and 

results often not reliable.[25][26][27][28][29][30] 

2.2.  Marketing strategy 
Given the dimensions of this industry and the different distribution means that can be deployed, it can 

not be defined a unique and generic marketing strategy. It is, rather, reasonable to analyze this world 

by splitting in into its main channels. 

2.2.1. Channels 

The world of coffee (and its accessories) distribution and consumption is wide and varied:  a first big 

classification should be done among the consumption of coffee at home and the consumption defined 

away from home (AFH). 

To give an idea of how the two markets are splitted internationally, fig. 2.3 represents data analysis on 

the market shares division between home and AFH markets in the  in 2018, conducted by TradeLAB on 

data of market values (M€) of the whole food and beverage consumption sector. 
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What emerges is that, in general, home consumption prevails over away from home in all the countries 

considered. 

The european consumption (based on analysis of 28 countries, pre-Brexit) is on average splitted 34% 

AFH and 56% home, perfectly mirrored by the italian results and among the european countries, Spain 

is the one with a balanced split, that is closer to result from USA.[31] 

 
The two main markets described above can be defined through their distribution channels. 

All those activities, services, and business functions involved in preparing and serving food or beverage 

to people, typical of the away from home sector, are classified as food service (FS). In coffee industries, 

FS is splitted into three kinds of points of sales (POS): hotels, restaurants and cafés, together defining 

the so-called HoReCa channel. 

Furthermore, away from home solutions can be for offices and large spaces (OCS) and for the vending 

machines (Vending), usually considered together in OCS&VENDING channel. 

People who want consume the product at home would buy coffee in shops of the GDO (large scale 

retailers), GDS (specialized retailers)  or even smaller retail shops; an alternative channel, growing in 

importance, is the E-commerce. 

Going in depth for what concern Italy, data gathered in 2018 showed that the coffee consumption 

among channels is divided in this way: 60% comes from retail, 19% from FS, 13% from 

OCS&VENDING and the remaining 8% from other sources, among which e-commerce.[32] 

In this thesis, the analysis will be focused on the Italian market, limited to the HoReCa sector, in 

which visibility materials have a leading role for the success of the marketing strategy.(fig. 2.4) 

Figure 2.3 Incidence of AFH consumption over total consumption in food&beverage sector 
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Widely used, mainly in the food and beverage industry, Ho.Re.Ca is a syllabic abbreviation that 

stands for Hotel, Restaurant and Café/Catering.It has been coined in the food service sector for the 

frequent and common need to put together all those areas in a short way, indeed, it briefly 

comprises facilities where the consumer can have direct consumption of food and different related 

services outside home. 

Many companies recognize the strategic utility of the classification of the consumers in the Horeca 

channel. For designing a customer value-driven marketing that build the right relationships with the 

right customers, it is of primary importance the identification and definition of different segments and 

to target consumers, and the application of strategy through the differentiation of offers and 

positioning choices (fig2.5). 

Market segmentation consists in identifying and dividing potential consumers into different and 

distinct groups (called “segments”), characterized by unique needs, behaviors and that deserve a 

tailored marketing strategy. 

The core business of the company drives the segmentation, that should take into account the most 

useful, meaningful and attractive customers’ characteristics. 

Those characteristics are represented by the variables of segmentation, they are selected in a 

way that customers within the same segment behave alike in term of usage pattern of the good, they 

have similar expectations and reservation price. 

Figure 2.4 Coffee industry channels, boundaries of the thesis 

Figure 2.5 Pillars of STPD marketing strategy 
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Literature offers a wide range of variables that can be taken into consideration, depending on the 

scope of the segmentation: 

● Geographic segmentation (states, nations, regions. countries, cities, neighborhoods, 

population density, climate,…) 

● Demographic segmentation (age, life-cycle stage, gender, income, occupation, education, 

religion, ethnicity, generation,…) 

● Psychographic segmentation (lifestyle, personality,…) 

● Behavioral segmentation (occasions, benefits, user status, usage rate, loyalty status,…) 

Among the mentioned above methods, the most widely used is the demographic segmentation, this 

because its variables are the most easy to be quantified and they are also strictly connected to 

fundamental measures that describe consumption-related information of consumers. 

Once market segments and potential consumers’ profiles have been identified, to target 

means to choose one or more of those segments, that the firm will strive to enter in. 

Decision should be based both on the potentiality of the segment (unserved, new needs emerging) 

and the coherence with internal capabilities to give the consumers what they need. 

Targeting can be defined horizontally: to serve different segments with different products, responding 

tor completely different features needed, or vertically: the product offered within different segments 

served is the same in term of needs fulfilled, but characterized by different level of performances. 

To opt for different segments require separate marketing strategies, which in turn means extra 

marketing research, forecasting, sales analysis, promotion planning, and channel management 

differentiated per segment. Only solid and mature companies are able to develop and sustain such a 

complex and costly strategy. 

Choices of target are reflected in the value proposition, that consists in the choices of how to create 

differentiated value for targeted segments and which position they want the product will have in the 

mind of consumers, how they perceive the product with respect to competitors. [33] 

2.2.2. The importance of the POS 
Strategies of targeting, segmentation, differentiation and positioning in the HoReCa channel are 

applied 360 degrees in the point of sales, affecting a lot of elements. Usually, the driving variable is the 

blend that is offered, that is the core product of each coffee company. 

Multiple blends mirror a multi-segments company, they respond to different consumers’ tastes. 

As already stressed, consumer’s choice, is not only moved by the need of consumption but there is a 

psychological phenomenon of impulse purchasing, generated by many other factors. 
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From a Market research conducted from TradeLab in 2016 on coffee consumers, has emerged that 

14,9% of respondents haven’t planned the consumption before entering the POS, fig.XX show which 

have been the trigger of the final choice: results in table 2.1. 

Table 2.1 Trigger of choice of POS 

Trigger for choice % of respondents 

I have seen the product displayed 75,7% 

The barman has suggested it to me 16,8% 

I have chosen it from the menu 8,4% 

I have seen advertisements 3,1% 

Other (friend suggestion, it was the only available brand,...) 1,6% 

One can conclude that the far most effective way to attract a potential consumer is to put in action a 

strong visual communication. A lower-level strategy, still viable, could be to train specifically the 

personnel for leading potential consumer towards the strategic objectives of the company. 

The study further investigates the choice of the consumer about the chosen POS. 

Results are shown in fig.2.6. Their outcomes shows that proximity, environment and level of service 

offered follow by only few percentage points the choice boosted by the product offered.   

Figure 2.6 Reasons of choice of POS the day of the interview 

This means that, apart from fine-tuning its core products, the company should put its efforts in the 

geographical positioning choice, that must be coherent to the selected segment (e.g near schools for 

students, close to the industrial area for workers, close to city center sites for tourists,...) and in the 
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creation of a pleasant environment, and make it consistent with the message that the company wants 

to convey. 

The same study, put together data gathered over the previous years, starting from 2004, to determine 

the trend of the impact on consumers of the environment created and visibility strategy applied at the 

POS, asking to them if they remembered both the indoor and outdoor communication setups after the 

consumption (fig.2.7). Over the years, consumers seem to get more impressed by external 

communication, while the impact of indoor communication shows a floating trend around 30%; it is 

interesting to observe from 2004 (17,3%) to 2007 (33,1%) the value nearly doubled; this big jump can 

be attributed to some contributing factors, in particular the increasing sensitivity of companies to 

marketing, that has become a more and more sophisticated subject, and generational lifestyle 

changes, boosted by the diffusion of social media, which triggered an intensification of phenomena of 

“experience sharing”. 

One example is the consumption of coffee, which has put the stress on the ritual aspects of coffee 

consumption making it an actual experience that goes beyond the mere consumption. 

It is in this context that visibility materials play a central role. 

The last section of the research was focused on investigating brand awareness of consumer. 

As stated in the introduction chapter of this thesis, to deduct the perception of consumer with 

respect to the brand and to represent it through measurable indexes is quite impossible. 

Figure 2.7 Respondents who remember POS visual communication 

34% of consumers remember at least one 
communication material either indoor or 
outdoor; 

 
7% of consumers remember both of them 

 
54% of those consumers who remember, 
mentions only one material34% of 
consumers remember at least one 
communication material either indoor or 
outdoor; 
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However, some inferences can be made on the answers of the interviewed consumers, when asked if 

they remembered the brand of the consumed drink (fig.2.8)  

 
The brands most remembered are all italian companies and mainly those that cover the highest shares 

in the italian the coffee market. It is interesting to observe the power of brand awareness: when asked 

to say the brand of the consumed coffee, if remembered, a consumer most of the times would answer 

with the brand he recall the most, instead of the correct one. 

All these considerations have been made to explain the importance for a company competing in this 

market to invest in POS differentiation, acting through the use of visibility materials and also to explain 

why the most diffused marketing strategy is to attached specific visibility materials to each offered 

blend, to stimulate the association product-brand. 

In marketing jargon, a strategy that is customized for each segment, such the one used in 

coffee industry, is said below the line, in opposition to the more traditional above the line advertising, 

which in turns describes those actions directed to generic users, through the exploitation of traditional 

media, such as tv or radio commercials. 

2.2.2.1. Visibility materials as investment 
Given the intrinsic power of this instrument in generating demand for the core product, it is a common 

practice in the coffee industry to give such materials to the POS for free at each new activation and to 

Figure 2.8 Results of interview on brand awareness 

In the 35 % of cases consumers has actually 
consumed Lavazza, while in the remaining 
65% of cases they mentioned Lavazza, even 
if they were consuming a coffee of 
different brand. 
 
In the 21 % of cases consumers has actually 
consumed Illy, while in the remaining 79% 
of cases they mentioned Illy, even if they 
were consuming a coffee of different 
brand. 
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regularly supply it for replacements or to support the launch of a new product  or for promotional 

activities. 

The first must pay suppliers for their production but there is not directly measurable counterpart in 

the revenues. 

From a financial point of view, then, visibility materials are considered as investments. 

To find a measure to compute the added value generated by this specific marketing strategy is the 

challenge faced by all FMCG companies. 
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3. Luigi Lavazza S.p.A. 

3.1. Company overview  
History of Lavazza is a path paved with quality, experience and italianness and rapid success of the 

company is attributable to the coherence preserved throughout the whole development by the family 

generations that came in succession.  

The company was born as grocery shop in Turin, founded by Luigi Lavazza in 1895; among the 

products for sale, coffee beans were a particular subject of interest. 

An entrepreneurial mind characterized the founder, who was continuously in search for innovations 

in the field. The experience gained, travels to the producing countries, together with a close attention 

to market needs, brought him to the invention of the concept of blends, that nowadays is still a 

distinctive characteristic of the company. 

Lavazza, as enterprise, is founded in 1927, following a period of industrial boom in the city, but it is 

only in 1947 that the family decided to commit the whole business completely to coffee and started 

selling it in cans. 

In 1955 for the first time the company slogan is spread both on journals and on the radio; two years 

later sales are not manageable anymore and the family decided to start producing on industrial scale, 

focusing research and development on maximization of production process. 

Lavazza, in the following years, gained more and more success, also supported by huge advertising 

campaigns on tv, in which Nino Manfredi played the role of making the brand iconic. 

In 1982 internationalization of the brand has started with the first subsidiary located in France; the 

product abroad was appreciated and communication stressed the connection of the brand with the 

italian ritual of espresso. 

Nineties have been years of big changes, Lavazza use of advertising expanded, thanks to the 

collaboration with graphic design studio of Armando Testa, furthermore, the cup, designed by Claudio  

Caramel, assumes a new iconic shape. 

In the same years collaborations with famous chefs and photographers have started. 

The coffee is not a simple commodity anymore, the consumer is more and  more aware and involved 

in a real broader experience. 

In the 2000s, Lavazza starts putting in practice corporate social responsibility and sustainability 

activities, Informed consumers start paying attention to the social messages conveyed by the 

company. 
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Nowadays Lavazza gives continuity to the initial business keep believing in the original values of the 

great-grandfather, furthermore, regardless for its dimensions, it is still a family-owned company, 

whose priority is to continuously keep pace with innovation. 

The common history that bounds Lavazza’s relatives and that characterizes the company since the 

beginning, prevents them to list the company on stock exchange. 

The Board of Director is made of six members of the family: Alberto, Giuseppe, Marco, Francesca, 

Antonella and Manuela Lavazza and five chosen directors, among which the CEO Antonio Baravalle. 

This structure enables the family to actively participate to the choices of their company, supported by 

other management experts, which are a fundamental external point of view, not involved by family 

matters. [34][35] 

 

Dimensioning 

Lavazza has built a wide network and spreads its products all over the world, across different channels, 

reaching in 2019 a presence in more than 140 Countries, through subsidiaries and distributors and 

managing more than 4000 partners. 

2019 has registered more than 4,4 million 60 kg bags of green coffee bought and has realized record 

revenues of 2,2 billion revenues, against 1,87 billion of the previous year. 

Lavazza is leader in the italian retail market, while shares in the other channels are too fragmented to 

establish a reliable ranking. 

Over the years Lavazza have acquired other companies, becoming the multi-brand reality under the 

name of “Lavazza Group”: France’s Carte Noire (2016) and ESP (2017), Denmark’s Merrild (2015), 

North America’s Kicking Horse Coffee (2017), Italy’s Nims (2017), and the business of Australia’s Blue 

Pod Coffee Co (2018) and the international Mars Drinks (2018), which have been renamed in Lavazza 

Professional. 

Lavazza Business pillars 

In a world of fast changes, for a company of such dimensions and so much variegated, it is difficult to 

maintain consistency throughout the whole offer and over time, unless it makes a list of necessary and 

imperative values that should guide whatever business choice. 

Most of Lavazza’s business pillars are already recognizable in the first years of existence of the 

drugstore and it is in this consistency that stays one of the major strengths of the company.[36] 

● Authenticity: the presence of the family in the BoD is a strong signal of real passion for their 

business, and this passion should be shared along the entire value chain. 

● Inventiveness: Lavazza has been many time the pioneer in employing or developing the most 

recent technology, always ready to explore new ideas. The history of Luigi Lavazza and his 
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fortune coming from the introduction of the revolutionary concept of blends is today a 

stimulus to always experiment. 

● Italianness + global brand (Legacy on espresso and excellence in all kind of coffee 

preparation): the relationship Italy=Espresso=Lavazza, conceived in the 80’s still accompanies 

the firm. This concept assumes a broader meaning in modern times, in which Lavazza has 

gained international success. Lavazza will always master the art of the espresso, and will 

always represent italian coffee ritual in the world, but with the slogan “more than italian” it 

is open to introduce other kinds of preparation technique, in order to respond to different 

needs all over the world. Two actual examples are Cold brew coffee and Iced Cappuccino. 

Cold brew coffee is a japanese originary receipt diffuses in USA , that requires specific 

preparation materials (mainly a glass container and a filter), it was introduced in 2017. 

 Iced Cappuccino is a cold drink in can, developed by Lavazza and Pepsi, launched in England 

in 2019. 

● Premium quality: the pursuit of excellence has always distinguished Lavazza; in recent years 

launches and campaigns have been focused on enhancing the premiumness of the 

company’s offer. 

● Responsibility: Lavazza interpret this pillar as the commitment in its business operations 

toward economic, ethic, environmental and cultural heritage. Over the years, this has 

translated into concrete activities in support of producers, their communities and world 

sustainability in general. 

3.2. Lavazza marketing strategy 
There is a slight difference between the strategic objectives of the company and the values it bears 

through its commercial activity, while the former are decided ex ante, consolidated by the board of 

directors and propagated in the company as specific departments’ goals, the latter depends on the 

final consumers’ perception. 

The consequence is that one of the most important task of marketing department is to reverse 

consumer cognitive process and to develop a strategy such that the values conveyed match with the 

vision of the company. Any bias created in this translation process risks to be detrimental for the 

success of the opted marketing strategy. 

Marketing theory concepts of the introduction, has to be considered carefully when brought to real 

business cases.  

Specifically, in Lavazza case, the company does not need to raise awareness on its brand in Italy: due 

to the fact that is among the top players in the market, it can be stated that 100% of population knows 

the brand. Therefore, the primary objective of marketing becomes to differentiate the offer to sustain 
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competitive advantage among the different channel it operates in and to create a unique consumer 

consumption experience. 

Lavazza has defined four strategic brand building pillars: Tennis & sport sponsorships, top gastronomy, 

arts & culture and sustainability (fig3.1). They represent the areas of maximum expression of company 

vision in the mind of consumer, or in other words, how the values of Lavazza are put in practice.[37] 

Tennis & sport sponsorships 

Sports in people are synonyms of shared experiences, dedication that brings to excellence, challenges, 

continuous innovation of techniques, expression of heritage and tradition and, finally, sports require 

a good balance of technique and creativity. All the previously mentioned values are shared by the 

company and makes the association sport-cafè reasonable. Furthermore Tennis is a sport 

internationally appreciated, as Lavazza products, which generate 70% of revenues from abroad. 

Top gastronomy 

This pillar mirrors the company continuous research for excellence, innovation and creativity. 

As coffee is an edible product, it can be used in different receipts, usually combining tradition 

with experimentation. 

As for art and culture, also for gastronomy Lavazza strategically chooses partnerships with 

famous representatives of the field, such as world’s best Michelin star chefs, such as Ferran 

Adriá, Carlo Cracco, Ernst Knam and  Davide Oldani. 

Arts & culture 

Italy is famous for its painters and architects as it is famous for the espresso culture, italian quality is 

appreciated all over the world. Lavazza wants to associate italian creativity and pursuit of excellence 

to its coffee in order to represent italianness in the world.  

For this reason, the company, over the years, has launched projects and campaign developed in 

collaboration with big professional names, which boosted advertising effectiveness: famous 

Figure 3.1 Lavazza strategic building pillars 
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photographers such as Steve McCurry, David LaChapelle or Helmut Newton or renowned graphic 

design studios, first among all Armando Testa. 

Lavazza also serves café in the Many internationally known museums: Guggenheim museum in  New 

York (USA), Peggy Guggenheim Collection and Fondazione Musei Civici in Venice (Italy),  Ermitage 

museum of San Petersburg (Russia) and it is very often official sponsor in cultural events. 

Sustainability 

Sustainability commitment of Lavazza is to be 

intended in a broad definition and scope, it 

includes: corporate social responsibility, social 

support to local communities in coffee 

production countries, environment 

sustainability and also attention to CSR 

performances of suppliers. 

Lavazza, based on sustainability principles of The 

Sustainability Development Goals, set in 2015 by 

the United Nations General Assembly, has 

developed its own sustainability Manifesto, 

named “A goal in every cup” in which the company declares its actions and objectives with 

respect to the theme. 

To give a valuable dimension to market activities, it can be said that Lavazza invests around 

10% of its net revenues (2,2 billions in 2019) in advertisements and promotions. 

Table 3.1 is an excerpt of past years financial statements and reports the costs, 

expressed in million euro, split into advertising, promotional and marketing. 2019 registers a 

substantial increase in advertising investment with respect to the two previous years, due to 

the boost given to digital advertising and partially related to the company branch “Lavazza 

Professionals”, that has been acquired at end 2018. [38] 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Sustainability Development Goals in Lavazza 
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Table 3.1 Advertising and promotional costs of Lavazza, 2017-2019 

 Year 2017 Year 2018 Year 2019 

Advertising costs 90,496 90,292 98,884 

Promotional costs 52,260 57,406 57,116 

Marketing costs 49,374 49,962 49,025 

TOT 192,130 197,660 205,025 

Awards 

Commitment of Lavazza in brand building has been recognized and awarded, the most two recent 

recognitions are the victory at the Superbrands Awards in 2018, which celebrate brand excellence and 

the efforts made for supporting  brand values, especially if they give priority to sustainability, and the 

prize “Best Holistic Company” at the NC Awards 2019, this competition judges the best italian 

advertising activities, the result of Lavazza is related to the high quality of integrated campaigns. 

Furthermore, according to the  published by  Brand Reputation Institute, Lavazza is the 8th most 

reputable company in Italy, 2nd after Ferrero, if considered food and beverage market. [39][40] 

3.2.1. Targeting the POS 
Summing up considerations made up to now, researches had shown that, in order to attract potential 

consumers, it is advisable for a coffee company to apply a strategy below-the-line, in which 

environment and services are highly customized per segment; this brought to the diffusion of the 

practice of matching visual communication of the POS with the offered blend, through the creation of 

a coordinate image. Lavazza represents a very clear example of coffee company putting in act this 

strategic binomial “blend-POS customization”. 

Lavazza espresso blends are represented as building blocks of a pyramid, lower blocks contain 

the most diffused products, with higher volumes of corresponding coffee blend sold and at the same 

time generating lower margins than the blocks above, while on the top one can find top level quality 

coffee blends, chosen in niche locations; specifically, starting from the bottom and ascending, one can 

find “Classic”, “Classic special”, “Origins and organic” and on the top “Specialites” blends (fig3.3). 
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Blends are differentiated one from the other thanks to different flavor structure, but each of them 

intrinsically embodies also a strategy direction of the company and those values that consumer of the 

segment looks for: 

- Classic: company commitment toward italianness. 

“The new Classic Collection encloses our interpretation of the Traditional Italian espresso. The collection 

aim is to build a perfectly harmonious blend thanks to heritage, craftsmanship and pleasure.”(Lavazza 

Tradeworld) 

- Specials: company commitment toward italianness and higher quality product. 

“Superior iconic blends composed of a selection of top origins (washed arabica and robusta) with a 

unique taste, balanced body, and fine acidity and sweetness.”(Lavazza Tradeworld) 

- Origins: company commitment toward social responsibility and product excellence. 

“Lavazza ¡TIERRA! The collection of blends offers you the unique taste experience of a coffee producing 

land.”(Lavazza Tradeworld) 

- Organic: company commitment toward sustainability. 

“An Organic and UTZ certified blend of top mountain arabica coffee and selected robusta varieties 

grown in uncontaminated areas. A sweet and elegant espresso, a velvety cream and persistent aromas 

with notes of honey and nuts.”(Lavazza Tradeworld) 

- Specialties: company commitment toward product excellence and premiumness. 

Figure 3.3 Lavazza Segmentation pyramid: association blend-POS-visibility materials 
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“Lavazza presents the origin of coffee, authenticity in its pure state, the essence of substance. Kafa, one 

of the most valuable coffees in the world. More than a coffee, the first coffee on earth.” (Lavazza 

Tradeworld) [41] 

Fig.3.3 also shows that different visibility materials correspond to each block, those elements are 

studied from a manufacturing and aesthetic point of view in order to guarantee coherence with the 

corresponding blends and to ensure consumers a 360 degrees experience. 

The four-level differentiation of blends is matched with a three-level targeting of the POS, which can 

be Standard, premium or exclusive; this means that the relationship blend-range of materials in not a 

1:1 association, but some freedom is left to the point of sales for the customization (fig.3.4). 

  

Figure 3.4 Lavazza association blend-POS targeting 
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4. Lavazza Visibility materials 
“The experience of drinking coffee starts with the espresso cup and reaches its pinnacle on the palate, yet it 

extends to the whole environment that surrounds the client. The attention to quality and design characteristic 
of Lavazza is available to all types of businesses for the best enhancement of their activity and service. 

 
Furnishing accessories, professional clothing, accessories. Unique collections that lend distinctive charm to their 

surroundings, creating a refined atmosphere of quality.” 

(Luigi Lavazza S.p.A about visibility materials) 

Even if researches and literature has grown only quite recently, Lavazza had already understood the 

importance of marketing strategy in food service channel many years ago. 

Looking at its most successful cases, it can be seen that Lavazza realized that functionality for the 

barman and aesthetic for the consumer could coexist, and that the development of iconic products 

strongly stimulates brand identity and, as a consequence, boosts consumption.  

The first trace of Lavazza’s action in the food service channel came with the Paulista coffee 

service, designed by Armando Testa in 1960. In that occasion, espresso cups, trays, café tables and 

umbrellas were branded ad hoc, giving personality to both outdoor and 

indoor areas. 

The second memorable trace dates back to 1997, when the studio led 

by Claudio Caramel came up with a total renewal of the corporate image 

with the “Segno” Collection, starting from the central “A” of the logo 

they have designed the new iconic cup by flipping it upside down 

(fig.4.1), that has been patented and it is still used today. The success 

has to be linked to the involvement of famous design studios, to the 

right balance found between marketing demand and functionality and 

also to the recognizable and iconic shape, that enhances the brand 

awareness of consumers.[42] 

4.1. Lavazza POS and relative visibility materials 

Lavazza’s POS are characterized by a huge variety of elements, that are required to be coordinated and 

coherent with the choice of offered blend and the defined target of the POS. 

Each material is associated to a unique code, that helps the univocal identification and support its 

tracking, that in jargon is called sku (stock keeping unit). The term “sku” is internally used as synonym 

of “item”. 

Spaces of the HoReCa locations taken into consideration in the marketing strategy of the 

Figure 4.1The iconic design of the 
cup by C.Caramel 
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visibility materials are both the outdoor and th indoor environments. 

Outdoor visibility materials include two-sided (which constitute the 34% of outdoor visibility skus) and 

single-sided (2%) signages, plates (40%), window stickers (17%), and special communication elements 

(8%). 

Indoor visibility materials, represented in fig.4.2, include tasting materials (which constitute the 39% 

of indoor visibility skus), among which porcelain and glass cups and saucers, mugs, spoons, stirrers, 

take away materials, service materials (37%), among which: sugar holder, napkins holder, menu 

holder, tray, coin tray, table organizer and preparation area outfitting (24%), among which: clothes, 

aprons, graphic coffee containers, counter table accessories. 

Visibility materials are vertically differentiated on the three ranges: standard, premium and exclusive; 

in order to embody the characterization of each segment, items are made of different materials and 

their production follows different processes, reaching the partial handcrafting at the top level. 

Often, high level products are co-developed with famous design studios, which elaborate 

branded premium collections. 

Nevertheless, what they have all in common, is a particular attention paid to the high quality of raw 

materials and to the reliability of suppliers. 

- Example of activations of POS: Lavazza ¡TIERRA!  

The blend, developed in collaboration with the NGO 

Rainforest Alliance, it is inspired by a social 

responsibility project, launched in 2002, developed in 

coffee producing communities to improve their local 

social and environmental conditions and production 

techniques. 

Coordinated image (fig.4.3) for the visual 

communication has been partially designed ad hoc 

(cup and saucer, leaflet, wall decorations), while the remaining materials, as Tierra belongs to “origins” 

blends, it requires exclusive or premium service materials. 

Figure 4.2 Indoor visibility materials 

Figure 4.3 Visibility materials for the activation of a 
Tierra POS 
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Relationship POS-consumer 

Ultimate goal of marketing plan is the retention of the consumer, to do so the strength of relationship 

with the POS is fundamental. 

In chap.2. it has been demonstrated that service level is one of the most impacting factor on 

consumption decision of consumer, this is translated in a series of activities of the company to stand 

out from competitors, such as to train barman or to organize specific activities in the venue. 

Post Covid-19 reopening plans offer an actual example of this practice. 

Food Service Italia the 12th of May 2020 launched the 

campaign “Distanti il giusto, uniti nel gusto” (literally 

“distant enough, brought together by taste”), it was 

provided for supporting 10.000 points of sales with a 

“recovery kit”(fig.4.4): a box containing service and 

communication materials such as customized aprons, 

communication plates, take away materials and also the 

creation of graphics to be employed on social media 

channels. 

Attached to the box was a sort of handbook with 

suggestions for barmen on how to manage the situation in 

the best way possible:  recommendations on hygiene and 

cleaning good practices, optimization of spaces to 

guarantee the correct social distance, it also contained 

suggestions on how to speed the service up and make it more efficient. 

Advices were not just limited to the business sphere, but the barman could find also good practices on 

reopening communication strategies, on the importance of dialogue with consumer to narrow the gap 

created by physical distances and on how to convey positive vibes to consumers. 

The project has been developed with the aim of making both the commercial activity and its consumer 

perceiving the bar reopening as a moment of rebirth and the closeness of Lavazza to their hard 

situation. 

Feedback from consumers attest that the bar with such accessories gained attractiveness because of 

its sensitivity and interest in the theme of social distancing. [43] 

For what concerns training activities for personnel, Lavazza Training Center offers training courses for 

baristas, catering staff, sales force teams, distributors, newly-hired staff, consumers, journalists and 

opinion leaders, in order to maximize the chance of ensure the best possible experience to the 

consumer.[44] 

Figure 4.4 Lavazza post-Covid recovery kit 
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Lavazza has recently launched training activities also for consumers, offering guided tours to schools, 

universities and cultural associations, with the objective of raising awareness of the variegated world 

of coffee and its lifecycle and teaching them to recognize the high quality of Lavazza blends. 

4.1.1. Distribution strategy of visibility materials 
Lavazza, as the other coffee companies competing in the food service channel, gives visibility materials 

free of charge to the business customer. 

In Lavazza, dimensioning of batches of those materials, for new activations, follows internal rules, 

shared only within commercial managers. However, once each manager is given a budget, the guiding 

rule is that the allocation is proportional to each customer’s potentiality. 

The definition and distribution of budgets is supported by sales network tools, which constantly 

monitor the POS. 

Potentiality can be measured in terms of coffee volumes (Kg) sold, but another factor 

impacting on it is the range of targeting: even if visibility materials do not generate direct revenues, 

they are “attached” to a blend, which instead, generates margins, which are diversified according to 

the position on the pyramid. Margins are decided a priori in the company business plan, commercial 

managers have a limited freedom in this voice because the final financial statement must be in line 

with the budgeted one. 

Dimensioning of the batches, then, should include the possible interval of consumption, at which 

corresponds an average attribution amount of materials, weighted with respect to the range of the 

pyramid they belong to. 

An allocation that follows these two considerations is balanced both from a functional point of view  

(more coffee sold by customer, means more cups likely needed by him) and in the perspective of 

investment payback (revenues on coffee repay for committed costs in materials production). 

The contract signed with customer will also include periodically refill of visibility materials, whose 

amount is based on internal replacement rates. 

There are a few exceptions, for which these materials are paid by customer and, then, 

registered by Lavazza as revenues from good sold: 

-Some cased excluded by commercial strategy: an example that can be mentioned are store 

chains, for which margins are different, since they deal with a much higher scale of volumes, 

-When the consumer believes that the investment granted by Lavazza on his POS will not be 

enough. 

A debated situation is what should the customer do with visibility materials when the commercial 

activity terminates. 
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At the point the contract is breached, and the POS will not contribute to Lavazza brand identity 

anymore, should the ex-customer give all the materials back? At the same time, those materials were 

given him for free and can be considered as a “present” form the point of the POS, leading to the 

refusal of the request of return. 

There is no univocal management of such cases, they are managed time by time by commercial 

managers, possibly without involving attorneys. 

4.2. Choice of visibility materials: analysis of new activations trend 
In this paragraph the duo POS (represented by its visibility materials)-blend is analyzed to understand 

the reasonings that the marketing department does when defining strategies for new activations. 

The new activations are the POS that will open or restyle in the next future and that, therefore, will 

need a batch of new visibility materials to offer its services and to decorate the environment. 

Summed up all the considerations made up to this point, POS with its catchy communication 

is the interface between the consumer and the product, and visibility materials in HoReCa channel are 

the most determinant touchpoints for the consumer choice. Fig. 4.5 is a visual representation of this 

concept. 

Company’s strategic objectives are described as function of the sales of core product, usually consisting 

in defining percentage of expected growth in the different segments. 

Given the mutual relationship POS-product in consumer segmentation strategies, goals set on blend 

consumption directly propagate on the corresponding communication means of the point of sales. 

At the same time, results obtained in coffee consumption volumes, indirectly reflect the efficiency of 

the application of marketing strategies. 

Up to now, this is the only doable way to measure the impact of the visibility materials in the food 

service channel. 

In this thesis, this phenomenon is analyzed for the actions taken to sustain the growth of two 

of the company’s strategic pillars: premiumness and sustainability. 

The first step required by this analysis is to verify the actual commitment toward these values.  

From the point of view of the blend, premiumness is mirrored by high-level quality of coffee, that in 

turns means specials, origins and organic blends; for what concerns sustainability, origins and organic 

blends has been developed for this purpose. 

Figure 4.5 Pos as interface between coffee and consumer 
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This means that the two pillars should be sustained by efforts of the company toward the top blocks 

of the previously described pyramid. 

In the last years Lavazza registered important launches of new blends in these segments: Kafa 

(specialties) in 2014, Etigua (specialties) in 2015, Alteco (organic) in 2017, Tierra Bio Organic (organic), 

Tierra Brasile Cerrado (origins) and Tierra Perù Ande (origins) in 2018, demonstrating R&D efforts in 

that direction. 

Furthermore, consolidated financial statement of 2019 in Food Service channel, registers an increase 

both in revenues and volumes in Italy. Explanation given in public papers relate this results to an 

increased customer base and to the efforts made on market premium segment, together with 

acquisition of relevant commercial customer in the AFH sector.  

A first test can been conducted by comparing the volumes of coffee (kg of coffee beans) sold 

in Italy, respectively in 2017, 2018 and 2019, for each of the four segments categories of blends. 

Table 4.1 shows the overall percentage changes over the years of targets considered. What clearly 

emerges is that the highest increases of sales, with a +36% in the last 2 years, are related to the top 

ranges blends, here named “premium” and “high”. 

Significance of the result with respect to the underlying hypothesis, can be tested by verifying if there 

has been a simultaneous development of visibility materials in the corresponding range, that could 

explain the increased recent consumptions. 

Due to the limited access to real data, this check has been conducted exclusively on Tierra visibility 

materials, covering the segment of origins blends. 

The analysis had consisted in the comparison of the number of SKUs branded “Tierra” that 

were present in the portfolio of AFH visibility materials in 2017, 2018, 2019. 

Results, shown in table 4.2, can be considered a proof of what hypothesized: visibility materials drive 

demand of coffee. 

Table 4.1 Percentage changes in volumes of coffee (kg of coffee beans) sold in Italy per range, 2017-2019 
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This explains the growing interest of Lavazza marketing department in the application of this 

instrument and in the development of products designed ad hoc for specific product launches, 

especially when dealing with exclusive and premium ranges, often involving international renowned 

studios. 

Interest that is confirmed also by the evolution of the above the line advertising that involves always 

more frequently HoReCa settings. 

Examples are the recent tv spot for Lavazza A Modo Mio (2019)(fig.4.6), advertised through the 

slogan “A casa come al bar” (at home like at the bar) and the spot “More than Italian” (2019) (fig.4.7) 

The former stresses pillars such the pursuit of excellence and the italianness: espresso both away from 

home and at home should be an inevitable moment of pleasure, and it is guaranteed by Lavazza’s 

quality, the latter stresses the pillar of global brand, able to comply with different international needs, 

giving the chance to live “the italian coffee experience in all its forms”.[45][46] 

Figure 4.7 Screenshot from the spot "More than italian",2019 

 

Table 4.2Percentage changes in number of sku of TIERRA visibility materials, 2017-2019 

Figure 4.6 Screenshot from the spot "Lavazza a Modo Mio", 2019 
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5. Demand Planning 
This chapter has the aim of investigating the importance of a department that is strictly interconnected 

with many others in the firm, with the focus on the challenges daily faced when dealing with visibility 

materials and their sales forecast. The main tools used for the management of the department will be 

investigated. 

5.1. The department and its tools 
Every firm operating in supplying raw materials, producing components or distributing products or 

services is daily in the need of making forecasts of the entity of future commercial demand of the final 

users.  

The business demand plan is expressed through the definition of the forecasted sales quantities of the 

products belonging to the mix, in future periods of the planning horizon; quantities that are also 

allocated on different commercial customers. 

This demand plan is periodically formulated and represents the commercial commitment of the 

company concerning the volume of sales of the future, amount that the firm is required to sustain both 

to maximize the satisfaction of the customers’ expectations through  an appropriate service level and 

to gain adequate profit margins, hence increasing the company market share. 

The term Demand Planning defines the set of business processes, management methods and 

quantitative techniques designed to support the definition of the commercial demand plan of 

industrial companies, integrated in complex multi-stage supply chains and managing multiple partners 

in the logistics and production chain. 

Demand planning activities are developed through some main macro processes, among them it is 

worth mentioning: 

-Demand analytics and intelligence: the analysis of the historical demand, of the products and customer 

characteristics, with insights on the evolution of the different channels 

-Sales forecasting: the definition of sales forecast for each given segment, defined as product-

consumer, over time {p,c,t} 

-Demand & Supply planning: the definition of demand plan, sales budget and supply plans 

The importance of sales forecasting 

The business process of definition of a scheduled demand plan, relative to all products belonging to 

the company range, expressed for all the customers and for all the distribution channels, has a key role 

in supporting other business processes, such as resource utilization management or the in-time 

realization and the distribution of products in the commercial markets. 
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As previously said, Lavazza orders end products from suppliers, who organize the production and the 

shipping to the central warehouse in the quantities and time arranged. 

Afterwards, it is up to Lavazza HQ to manage the relationships with who will need and receive products 

(subsidiaries and distributors), to set doable dates and quantities for responding their local needs 

(demand planning dep.) and to arrange deliveries in local warehouse (logistics dep.). 

The requests from Lavazza to the suppliers in the purchasing order is then expressed in cumulative 

quantities, those that are needed in the same period (net of the quantities available in the warehouse). 

Period, that can be expressed in weeks or months, depending on the lead-time. 

For each product p, needed at the time t, the quantity forecasted is ∑ 𝑑 −𝑤  

Purchasing department relies on the numbers forecasted. 

From the moment of the order to the supplier up to the actual request, quantities in central warehouse 

are not “frozen” for a specific customer, but still considered in cumulative quantities. 

Once one business customer makes his order, and it is in line with the corresponding forecast or with 

its (in time) communicated extra needs, it is processed by logistics and the correspondent products in 

the warehouse are not available anymore for others. There are exceptions, in which the process is not 

so straight and smooth: when an incongruence in the order is spotted (e.g. an excessive quantities not 

forecasted in the delivery note) or when requests don’t follow the proper iter (e.g. urgent requests 

communicated last minute via e-mail), in those cases, before being processed by logistics, the order is 

analyzed by the demand planning department; this analysis consists of understanding if and how much 

is critical to remove not forecasted quantities from warehouse, and how it would propagate on future 

production requests; at the same time the demand planning department might think of alternatives 

so that the request better balances the stock (e.g. suggest a similar product that has not been sold in 

past month/ suggest the same product but made of different material, that is easier and faster to be 

produced). The result of the analysis can have as result the approval of the request, a re-dimensioning 

of the request (partially approved), the approval with the new suggested modifications or the decline 

or the postponement of the request. 

Management reasons for demand planning  

Successful plans require the involvement of several business functions: Marketing and Sales (demand 

oriented), Production, Logistics and Purchasing (supply oriented), Finance and Human Resources 

(support oriented), who bring function-specific contributions to support the deployment of resources. 

Therefore, a firm needs a specific function or team dedicated to the definition, auditing and spreading 

of the demand and supply plans, that would include constraints and expectations of all the other 

business functions. [47] 
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Lavazza has developed a central demand planning department, that continuously relates with 

the other functions. 

The role of the demand planner is then necessary to ensure an as accurate as possible forecast, that 

consequently lead to higher efficiency in different areas/parameters: 

- Customer management (CRM): maximum customer service to ensure availability of product 

when it is required and in the desired quantities and quality. 

- Supplier management: contractual relationship with suppliers and contractors, to negotiate 

prices, availability of raw material in time and the mode and timing of supply. 

- Collaborative management: efficient planning with partners of the chain by sharing truthful 

and precise demand and supply plans. 

- Operations management: plans of use of internal resources (production, storage, 

transportation) by choosing the best production and logistics alternatives. 

- Inventory management: careful monitoring of stock at all levels manned in the supply chain 

network, aimed not to have excessive quantities of end products, that are unsold and 

expensive to keep extra in the warehouse. 

- Resource management: efficient planning and temporal development of investments in 

product, process, warehousing and transportation technologies and in human resources. 

- Finance management: efficient use over time of liquidity, planning of financial resources to be 

found and provided to projects for the development of physical and management activities of 

supply chain management 

While the single forecast (given product, customer, time) is almost always close to the actual request, 

the deviation between the forecast and actual demand for cumulative quantities of a very large 

number of customers widens and results in a lower accuracy, leading to a less efficient management 

of resources, in particular, products risk to remain unexploited in the warehouse. 

It is also easy to understand that the more complex the product, the more difficult is to foresee the 

need of it, and paradoxically, the more accurate the forecast (and the following production order) 

should be. 

In this regard, demand planning department has formulated a measure for ranking products by 

complexity the Complexity Index, that will be discussed in more details . 

The accuracy of the forecast (% closeness of the forecast with respect to the actual demand that has 

occurred) is far from easy, so much that a value over 70% is considered optimal. 

The central demand planning department in Lavazza is managed by around 15 people, they carry out 

forecasts for all the products, excluded those that have no pattern, that are produced on demand. 
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This means that coffee in its different formats is forecasted, so as machines OCS and the visibility 

materials and also e-commerce products. 

CDMI 

The department relies on internally developed tools for the analyses required and for the insertion of 

the sales forecasts. The system used, called CDMI, that stands for Collaborative Demand Management 

and Intelligence, is an ad hoc connected and shared platform that elaborates data from the company's 

database, using mechanisms analogous to Excel pivot tables. 

The tool appears as a collection of sheets, in which the most frequent queries are incorporated, and 

employees are required to select the most appropriate one and set the variables to obtain a 

customized extraction; data can be exploded in very minute details or aggregated as one desires. 

For example, when dealing with visibility materials, data are commonly sorted: by geography, by SKU, 

by cluster, by complexity index (1-5), by target range (standard, premium, exclusive), by product family 

(glass, ceramics, signages, cups, …).  

Some of the most used queries are explained by the type of information needed and the analysis 

developed and can be summarized in table 5.1. 

Table 5.1 Assosiation activity of Demand Planning-analysis required 

Activity of the 
department (step of 
the process) 

Type of analysis/ action 

Sales analysis and 
Sales force meeting 

  

Graphical representation of the delta between the actual demand and the sales 
forecast of past months. 
Comparisons of actual sales month by month and with respect to the previous 
year/s. 

Sales rolling forecast Trend analysis. 
Data editing and insertion. 

Production and 
distribution planning 

Actual warehouse level, expected arrivals from supplier and expected exit to 
subsidiaries/distributors. 

Projections of future months movements. 
Product rotation (turnover) vs MOQ. 

Final annual projection End-year-estimation (eye): quantification of 1-year sales made up by actual 
demand for the gone months and forecast for the next months. 

Often the more accurate forecasts derive from the conjunction of multiple reasonings, each time 

selecting the more appropriate variables and data. 
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Time series available, together with their graphical representations give the chance of comparison and 

interpretation of data, that are the basis for the demand planner activities. 

The strength of this system lies in the fact that, even if the managed items are numerous and very 

different one from another, the tool is the same for every employee, that means to have a common 

terminology in the company, and a high customizability at the same time. This enables each employee 

to fine-tune his own preferred and appropriate way of visualizing data and to perform the 

corresponding analysis, to ensure accuracy in his field and then share results with colleagues. 

5.2. Visibility materials and stock clusters 
Going back to the focus of the thesis, some numbers can help understanding the width of the set of 

visibility materials in AFH channel: the skus that fall into the definition, subject to a monthly punctual 

sales forecast, are more than 170; number that assumes an interesting meaning  when compared to 

the number of corresponding coffee blends matched, which is less than 20. 

As previously described, this category is made by so many different products, that is difficult to find 

something in common to group them in a useful way and so assist their management and predict their 

future demand. 

Clustering means to put objects in homogeneous groups, called “clusters”, on the basis of evaluation 

criteria of similarities among those elements, correlating those values assumed by a set of chosen 

attributes that describe and characterize them. 

To group products, (but also customers or segments product-market) in clusters helps decision-makers 

in Marketing intelligence and Sales forecasting for mainly two reasons: the first one is that the study 

of the characteristics of homogeneity of products or markets within the same cluster gives useful and 

not trivial information to marketing managers for designing promotions or sales campaigns focus on a 

specific set of consumer target: consumers with similar purchasing characteristics would likely react in 

the same way to a marketing campaign designed ad hoc; the second reason is that the analysis of 

historical demand patterns of the segments (product-market) belonging to the same cluster, helps to 

understand retrospectively some characteristics appeared in the past, during specific promotions or in 

particular selling seasons. Furthermore, a new segment product-market can be put in a given cluster, 

whose members present analogous qualitative characteristics of attributes defining the cluster: the 

belonging of the new product to the cluster of products already in the commercial mix, helps the 

definition of the forecast for the new product, on the basis of analogies and correlations with the 

average historical series of the other products belonging to the same cluster. 

Given the high number of skus involved and the many different attributes describing visibility 

materials, to organize them in clusters has been necessary for sustain demand planner in obtaining a 

more accurate forecast. 
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At first, one can think that to group them by their use/scope (e.g. group cups together) could be the 

perfect way to know the item and to be able to forecast its need, for example analyzing together all 

the testing material or service materials. 

However, by watching at the trends of this items, they do not resemble each other in terms of 

numbers, seasonality, geographical distributions, timing of purchasing need, materials, production 

process, lead time, product complexity, price, final location/POS, neither for the value proposition they 

bear... what they have in common is only their mode of use by the final user, that does not help much 

with the forecasting decision. 

What is excluded from the reasoning is the targeting, each category contains products of different 

ranges: standard, premium and exclusive. Maybe products are employed in the same way, but to 

belong to a different range means to have a completely different meaning for the strategic 

application/existence of the item. 

Among the variables that can be chosen to bring them together, the one that makes it possible to split 

the work over the two employees that are in charge of visibility materials is the so called stock cluster. 

In Lavazza, the stock cluster is defined by Supply Chain department, together with Demand Planning 

and the rule applied is grouping by considering both the management of specific product and a 

purchasing process KPI measured as rotation with respect to the corresponding minimum order 

quantity (MOQ). 

When dealing with visibility materials, the most relevant clusters are the following: 

MTS stands for Make To Stock:  historical items characterized by a quite steady and regular trends and 

usually by a high rotation (KPI<6 months). 

MDR stands for Make to Demand Request: those items that involve launches of new products or other 

specific materials generated by Marketing segmentation strategy (specific items for specific coffee 

blends); characterized by irregular trends and often seasonality with a long lead time.  Many are NPD 

(new product development), not used uniformly by every Country. Rotation can be very slow (KPI 6-

10 months). 

Following this definition, it happens that the cluster is not a fixed attribute for the entire life of the 

product/code. Typically a MDR, once its trend is consolidated (1 or 2 years after its launch) and/or its 

KPI enters in a shorter range (<6 months), it can be classified as MTS. The other-way-round is extremely 

rare. 

The portfolio of the visibility planner is mainly constituted by items belonging for ⅔ to MDR and ⅓ to 

MTS clusters. 
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With this separation, the two people in charge of forecast, managing respectively MTS and MDR, can 

get acquainted of recurring trends of the products belonging to the specific cluster: often the same 

cluster has the same producer and also the same customer (in terms of POS), and relationships with 

them can strengthen. Furthermore, their experience with the cluster make it less difficult to forecast 

the demand for a completely new item or the reactions of a specific market to a promotion. 

5.3. Supply chain management: subsidiaries and distributors  

When managing the sales forecast, the demand planner applies two different approaches, depending 

on whether it is addressed to a subsidiary or to a distributor, and consequently two slightly different 

forecast process are required. 

Lavazza has a multinational market and so is necessarily the distribution of its offices, personnel and 

dislocated local warehouses in those Countries so far that are difficult to manage from Italy or that 

represent a geography-defined wide market. In these cases, they are considered autonomous entities, 

organizing their own orders, forecasting the local demand and also managing personal warehouses; 

they directly insert their forecast on CDMI system. These self-managed countries are called 

subsidiaries and, together with Italy, include Germany, France, USA, United Kingdom, Australia, Brasil, 

Argentina, Austria, Sweden. 

There are also other international requests, that instead are served by drawing from the central 

headquarter and managed by local geographical representative, who rely on central demand planning 

department for the forecast, and these are the so-called “distributors”. 

The impact of single distributors in not relevant on the production of visibility materials, that’s why for 

many years their demand forecast was entirely managed internally and always considered as 

aggregate quantity. Some of the distributors has grown in importance lately, at the point that a more 

accurate demand was needed, and punctual forecast was required. 

In this respect, a supportive tool has been developed internally in order to facilitate data gathering for 

the expected demand from main distributors, that were not used to quantify their needs in advance. 

Only more relevant distributors are involved in this step. 

Distributors’ tool 

The relationship HQ-distributors has evolved over the years, becoming ever more collaborative and 

nowadays  it has almost reached a balance in the respective roles. 

As first try of involvement in forecast, distributors were given the entire catalogue of available 

products, and were asked to insert the desired quantities for the following periods. 
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In order not to burden the headquarter too much, with the need of deep analysis for each single 

request of distributors, the demand planning central department has decided to build a simple tool 

(very basic Excel file) in order to give the distributor the essential data that were necessary to make a 

rational forecast, mainly including the past requests with their trends and also some insights on the 

complexity of the product and some instruction to its use. 

The introduction of the tool, at the end, has not lightened very much the work of the demand planner, 

since he has to prepared ad hoc updated sheet for every distributor involved, and eventually solicit 

them in the in time compilation of the file but at the same time it had made the distributors more 

aware of their role, of their impact and also of their needs.  

The transition from a passive role to a more responsible involvement of distributors has not been easy 

and not all of them have still understood the importance of this strategic decision, however, results in 

forecast accuracy didn’t take long to reflect the right choice. 

5.4. Sales rolling forecast activity 

In this environment, in which multiple actors play different but correlated roles, data management is 

critical and determinant for orchestrating actions. 

In the simplified scheme (fig. 5.1) one can observe the exchange of data and corresponding 

mobilization of products that take place between suppliers, headquarter and customers and within 

the involved departments of the company. 

Not being aligned among the different entities (logistics, demand planning, purchasing, and quantities 

entering and exiting in warehouse) would be the most dramatic issue in any FMCG industry. 

Figure 5.1 HQ Demand Planning as interface department 
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For this reason, CDMI contains all useful information needed to be shared, in this system the demand 

planner manually insert the forecasts and they are visible to the colleagues of other departments from 

the following day. The system is accessible from every department, but editing is allowed only to the 

belonging team. 

Functionalities of this platform are wide and fall outside the scope of this thesis. (therefore, only the 

most relevant ones will be explained in detail.) 

The process 

The activities of demand planner follow a process in steps on monthly basis (fig.5.2) so that the 

personnel of the department is aligned in terms of deadlines and responsibilities (not only in the 

headquarter but extended all over the world); In such a way, also foreign departments can contribute 

and it is easier for the department manager to keep track of actions and analyze any contingency. 

Figure 5.2 Rolling forecast process 

 
In order to be as accurate and reliable as possible, the rolling sales forecast is pivotal, and the process 

is defined as that is the consequence of a series of interactions and steps that should be followed until 

the final consolidated insertion; those steps, repeated monthly, include an analysis of the trends of 

sales and meetings of discussion about results and possible inconsistencies, or new decisions taken in 

the company that will affect the future needs. 

After that, having the final responsibility on the overall quantities, the central demand planning doesn’t 

confine itself to its own numbers, but it is required to check if subsidiaries’ and distributors’ forecasts 

are in line with the market assumptions and the trend of the consumptions. 

The third week of each month is dedicated to the final insertion, that becomes established 

(consolidated forecast) and it is finally published on the shared system CDMI each month on the 20th, 

resulting available for supply and logistic activities from the following day (the 21st). 

Among the activities of demand planner, sales rolling forecast deserves a deepening. 

This term has been coined to identify the process of monthly insertion and update of data in the 

system. Month by month, the demand planning department updates data in the system of the next 
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upcoming 12 months, therefore 11 months adjustments + 1 month anew forecast, shifting (rolling) by 

one month at a time (fig.5.3). 

It exists a specific function/sheet/page on CDMI intended to the sales forecast: it is an editable sheet, 

in which, once selected the geography of reference, and the other variables characterizing the assigned 

products, the demand planner can manually edit or insert from scratch the number representing the 

expected future needs in each month. 

Numbers inserted should not only represent the needs of the market, but they should include in some 

way the objectives of the company for future months. 

To do so the resulting forecasts take into account the consolidated trend of consumption, together 

with the strategic growth plan. 

For what regard the visibility materials, the marketing plan propagates the objectives of the 

company (% growth) not simply evenly among all products, but reflecting the aim in terms of 

distribution (geographical expansion), targeting (shares per segment) and consumption (kg) of coffee 

into the corresponding materials, having a given budget as constraint. This leads to marketing actions 

that can include: the introduction of new products, re-launch of products, the introduction of new 

materials, sustainability awareness actions, the opening of new strategic markets, the opening of new 

strategic POS, the expansion of already working market, the introduction of new POS concept, the 

management of trade fairs and events, dimensioning of POS. 

An alignment among strategic department, marketing department, central demand planning and 

subsidiaries is then required, and consequently new negotiations with the suppliers. 

5.4.1. Sales forecast of visibility materials   

Financially speaking, we have discussed what distinguish visibility materials from the others: the fact 

that Lavazza pays for their production, takes them in its warehouse but then gives them free of charge 

or as samples to the POS(*). Returns related to marketing and communication strategies are always 

uncertain a priori. 

Figure 5.3 Rolling forecast mechanism 
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In this view, it becomes apparent that an accurate sales forecast is essential for the success of the 

marketing plan and the consequent respect of the annual growth plan and also not to overload 

warehouse with products already paid and with uncertain return. 

First of all the demand planner has to collide with some constraints, already mentioned: the 

predetermined budget and the compliance with the production variables dictated by the buy-good 

relationship with the suppliers. 

(*)From this reasoning are excluded requests from distributors, that are managed in a simpler way, since their product are invoiced, because 

each of them has its own customer to which applies its own strategies. 

Another characteristic of the forecast that makes the work a continuous adjustment is the fact values 

inserted are susceptible to modifications, this can both represent a strength when applied to balance 

values, but can also appears as weakness, since the initial picture can not be brought fixed to the end. 

Once the constraints are set, the sales forecast of visibility materials still encounter some difficulties in 

its elaboration, and those are due to the different factors affecting the demand, factors that makes it 

impossible to have recursing trends.(fig.5.6) 

These triggers can be grouped in four interconnected areas: 

- Trends: consolidated consumption, seasonal trends and holidays peaks, it can be said that the 

effect of this factor is the most predictable, since it is given by the time series analysis of 

previous years, increased by a 5-10% of predicted growth; it can be more difficult in case of a 

new product launched, however, as previously suggested, the belonging cluster and the most 

similar products can be taken as benchmarking for it. 

- Calendar: events and trade fairs.(fig.5.6) What better occasion of brand awareness campaign 

and communication opportunity than to put products in evidence during events and trade 

fairs? Coffee breaks in famous conferences or during major sporting events are often 

organized in partnership with Lavazza, let’s think about the tennis Grand Slam tournaments in 

Australia, France, England and USA, which have Lavazza coffee points during the matches; or 

presentations events for professional operators (e.g. HOST in Milan). 

Figure 5.4 Lavazza visibility materials: Calendar events 
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The presence of an event has an high impact of the forecast of visibility materials, but at the 

same time represents a peak una tantum, this means that be late with the production request 

would be a disaster, and so would be also if the event is suddenly cancelled. 

This area has been the most hit by the lockdown period caused by Covid-19 diffusion, since all 

events have been cancelled without advance notice. 

- Activation plans: to respect the marketing plan with the activations of new POS or launch of 

new product, visibility materials should be available in time and quantities arranged with the 

other business functions of the company, marketing in primis, and with the other partners of 

the activation.(fig.5.5) 

An activation, therefore is difficult because it requires a pooling of resources and efforts and 

as any marketing activity, can have different result with respect to those expected (be it a flop 

or a underestimation) 

 

- Promo: activities organized to launch or re-launch a product, this type of events requires a 

huge amount of specific products, many times they are made ad hoc. 

Figure 5.5 Lavazza visibility materials: Activation plans 
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Figure 5.6 Factors determining the demand of visibility materials 

 

The link among these voices is tacit and vary from product to product and it does not allow the 

construction of a mathematical algorithm that gives a realistic number for a unique and accurate 

forecast. 

This is what makes difficult the job of visibility demand planner, that can not just rely only on theory 

or on a mathematical model, but it is required to make reasonings about consumer behavior, and both 

experience but also foresight are necessary, finally a rapid adaptation to the changing needs and tastes 

and a pinch of common sense make the perfect planner. 

5.4.2. The Complexity Index  
An internal analysis on the efficiency of the work of demand planning department has highlighted the 

major sources of complexity for what concern visibility materials: 

-Segmentation: specific ranges for specific targets create a high number of visibility products, with 

different constraints to be managed. 

-buy goods all the materials are bought from a dozen third party suppliers, each of them characterized 

by specific production priorities and production processes. 

In order to heal the work of the demand planner, it has been internally developed a priority index, 

computed for every visibility product (and now is spreading to other products), to give an order of 

importance to the sales forecasting and to its accuracy. It is named “Complexity Index”, since it 

measures on a scale from 1 to 5 how much is difficult to produce the item, where 5 stands for “the 

most difficult” and, implicitly, for “it needs more attention”. 

The index is computed as the mean value of the three parameters that explain complexity in dealing 

with the supplier: Lead time, production process and rotation vs. MOQ.  
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- Lead time 

The time that elapses from the request to the supplier up to the receiving the product in 

warehouse;  it spans from less than one month up to more than three. 

- Production process 

This measure is qualitative, because it depends on both the sensitivity of the material and the 

complexity of the production technique and the scale 1-5 is defined based on concrete 

examples of processes executed, by taking into account the specificity of the machinery 

needed, the cost of operations, the logistics of the operations. 

- Rotation vs. MOQ 

This parameter measures how fast the item moves, in terms of how many months a single 

batch lasts in the warehouse on average, it is computed as the ratio of the average monthly 

demand and the minimum dimension of the order (MOQ); it spans from 1 week to over 2 

years. 

These three KPIs, together with the creation of clusters, cover also the complexity generated by the 

segmentation. 

Table 5.2 shows how relative indexes are assigned to the three parameters. 

Table 5.2 The three KPI determining the Complexity Index 

 

Lead time(LT) 

1 LT<1  month 

2 1<LT<2 months 

3 2<LT<3 months 

4 3 months 

5 LT> 3 months 
 

 

Production process (reference examples) 

1 No constraints in production process, standard 
porcelain manufacturing 

2 Porcelain with a slightly more complex industrial 
process with respect to the standard one 

3 Porcelain manufactured through slip casting, 
double-walled porcelain, decoration process 
inglaze, foreign supplier with low productive 
priority, galvanic bath 

4 More than one supplier in the production process, 
low productive priority with respect to quantities 
needed 

5  Scarce raw material, biodegradable material, semi 
handcrafted production process 

 

 

Rotation vs.MOQ (RM) 

1 RM<1 months 

2  RM <3 months 

3 3<RM<12 months 

4 1<RM<2 years 

5 RM >2 years  

 

 

By going in depth in the portfolio of visibility materials in the Away From Home sector (in 2018), as 

figure 5.7 shows, it is varied and quite balanced: few items have extreme values (1,5), while the central 
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measures (2,3,4) are quite homogeneous, weighting a bit more toward higher values, this is 

demonstrated by computing the weighted overall value of CI of the represented portfolio: 

∑

∑ ∗
= ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ = 3,11 

Most of the complexity is explained by lead time and production process terms, and it is compensated 

by rotation KPI. 

In general, a portfolio in which items characterized by complexity levels 4 and 5, considered together, 

cover the 40% of the whole portfolio, is to be considered a medium-high complexity portfolio. 

Up-to-date levels of complexity index for each item are integrated in CDMI system. 

In this way, each department or even whole sales organizations can weight their portfolio in terms of 

number of items representing each level, but also see how much each level weights in terms of 

volumes of sales. 

Furthermore, employees can make analyses after having ranked items by complexity, giving priority 

and a more accurate attention to the more complex ones. 

Figure 5.8 shows an extract from CDMI including a possible analysis of the structure of a given portfolio. 

Figure 5.8 CDMI excerpt of a portfolio analysis per CI 

 

Figure 5.7 Portfolio of visibility materials AFH, per complexity 
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What the figure suggests is that this portfolio is made by 90 different items (Total N SKU), generating 

around 32 millions pieces in volumes over the year; the value of complexity more represented by items 

is 4 (39/90), however there is a good balance between items with medium-low values (1-2-3) and 

medium-high ones (4-5). 

At the same times volume analysis (Annual Projection Month SC) says that the highest amount is 

generated by medium-low level items. 

What one can conclude is that the entity with these results manages a portfolio with a lot of skus with 

high CI, that generate low volumes. 

As for the clusters, the complexity index in not a fixed parameter of products, it can change 

because of the change of supplier with one that uses a different process or that is faster, the 

introduction of new materials can bring to an amendment of the scale, negotiation with supplier can 

bring to a heavy reduction of the MOQ, a change in consumers’ habits can make a product a slow-

moving by reducing its use or the reverse situation is possible. 

The complexity index has improved results in terms of efficiency of the forecasts and also in terms of 

dealing with suppliers, but at the same time, it requires a constant updating of the scale and of the 

association product-index. 

5.4.3. Contingency management 
The previous paragraphs have highlighted the sources of possible contingencies that the department 

can face, demand planners are well aware of them, and a problem solving attitude is required for the 

success of their work. 

For what concern visibility materials, it has become good practice to make the “portfolio check” as first 

action of the office routine. 

It consists in scrolling, product by product, the daily data about the forecasted demand and how it's 

actually going, checking when the next delivery from supplier is foreseen and if the quantities 

forecasted are sufficient; this analysis is visually aided by colors: a red bar means the product is about 

to be out of stock, while a blue one is for product with enough stock (if everything keep proceeding 

like this). 

The check allows to spot incongruences in time and act accordingly. 

Those can be related to late deliveries, that usually means to get in touch with the supplier and 

investigate if the delay has some root problems, another typical mistake is related to quantities not 

forecasted and then asked by distributors. If a number out of the trend is spotted, the specific need is 

analyzed: can it be delayed (so that the planner can insert the volume in next forecast)? Could it be a 

problem to switch the product with a similar one stuck in the warehouse for months? Should the 

request be accepted, is there any other consumer that can do without? 
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Any time a contingency is faced, it is important to understand who is geographically the leader for that 

product, index that constitutes the priority order for the acceptance/ denial of the requests.  

This routine is simple and quite fast, especially once the most subjected and critical 

products/suppliers/distributors and also recurring dynamics are experienced and known, and it allows 

a first screening and a fast response to the incoherencies. 

Sometimes, however, it is not enough. 

There are cases in which demand planning has to face bigger problems in a different way, by deep 

analyzing the situation, by dealing with agents involved and by finding an ad hoc solution. 

Two business cases and how their have been managed are now presented: 

- Sudden brake of contract with a big distributor 

As previously explained, distributors have gained autonomy over years in the forecast process. 

Demand planners build relationships with them based on trust and this enable quicker process. 

Distributors are also characterized by autonomy in business strategy: they don’t follow the plans of 

the company, but they manage their own ones (POS served, target, volumes), even though big 

distributors partially impact on results of the company. 

This way of managing partially simplify the work of demand planner, because he does not need to 

investigate too much the existence of coherence in their strategy, but only confirm the availability of 

products in the central warehouse. 

Self-management of distributors becomes detrimental in case of contract ending abruptly, particularly 

in case of big distributor with a lot of ongoing requests and a lot of product stuck in their own 

warehouses. 

 Should that happen, demand planning department together with logistics have to act immediately. 

Actions required to be taken is to freeze ongoing production, if it is not possible then allocate those 

product on future deliveries to other customers together with the corresponding reduction of their 

next future forecasts and look for a substitute/more than one smaller substitutes to cover the POS that 

still want to serve your product and sign contracts and build with them new relationships. 

All these action require a strong communication and information flows and ad hoc task force to face 

the problem. 

- Sudden change of consuming habits 

Among the triggers that generate demand, consolidated consumption is the most easy to forecast 

because it is characterized by substantial/significative data to be confident in the established trend. 

It can happens that exogenous factors, not easily predictable, affect the trend and question the 

affordability of past time series. 
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A recent example is the impact of lockdown period due to Covid-19 that has interested the entire 

world. 

Coffee industry has been heavily hit because in few months people habits have drastically changed: 

HoReCa channel in primis, since points of sale were forced to close. Also OCS channel suffered huge 

losses. Consumption of coffee has simply change face: people locked in their home started consuming 

coffee there. 

At the beginning of May 2020, measures have started loosen up and merchants slowly have reactivated 

their business; things had changed, people were still not allowed to enter the point of sale or to take 

a seat, due to safety measures, but they were allowed to take their coffee away and drink it on the 

way. 

From the internal point of view, this situation has been dramatic: demand of coffee in the cafes has 

decreased dramatically  and, as a consequence, so did most used materials in this environments, 

among which visibility materials, first among all porcelain cups. 

Not only some of these materials were requested in huge volumes, but they were also produced in 

short lead time, because of their low complexity. 

The result has been a very complex management of central warehouse, that faced very low exit of 

goods against a steady entrance of end-products, almost reaching level of saturation. 

To tackle this situation, sales forecastings for the next months have been halved: coverage was ensured 

by the stock. 

At the same time, demand increased significantly for the takeaways materials, which, instead, has a 

more difficult production process and higher lead time, not allowing to cope with the demand. 

Alternative proposals were discussed with the supplier of “take away”s to manage the situation. 

Strong cooperation among different departments and parties involved (subsidiaries, distributors, 

suppliers) has been necessary to structure an action plan for the post-covid complete re-openings. 

Control and action 

A series of precautionary actions are taken to monitor forecast and maximize its efficiency, often 

involving other departments. 

Apart from the daily check routine, previously mentioned, there is a continuous monitoring of 

performances, such as the forecast accuracy index or the average levels of stock, carried out by Trade 

Marketing department. 

Demand planning must ensure that guidelines, shared throughout the entire company to meet the 

defined targets, have been correctly understood; for this reason, HQ demand planning departments 

organizes twice a year a global meeting, in which representatives of subsidiaries’ demand planning 

departments can meet and share their results and their gained experience, and they get updated on 
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the most recent innovations brought by central department. These meetings revealed themselves to 

be very fruitful, often solving those inconsistencies that are due to misunderstandings fostered by 

distance. 

Furthermore, in 2019 the department has started a tracking activity of the most frequent requests 

received and of the emerged issues, to identify possible root problems. Results of this task have shown 

that this kind of incidences could be traced back to a limited number of causes: “inconsistent rolling”, 

“events related requests” “operations”, “new customer activations”, “promotional activities” and 

“stock issues”. 

The task also includes country-specific analyses, to understand which are the most impacting causes 

for each subsidiary, enabling to act with locally targeted interventions for solving specific problems. 

Finally, to ensure an acceptable average level of stock, twice a year a deep analysis on slow-moving 

items is conducted, in order to identify reasons of their stickiness. This analysis, conducted with the 

other department involved, is followed by decisions on how to managed the more problematic items, 

this actions include the proposal of alternative exit mode (e.g. promotional activities involving those 

items) or to suggest options for their disposal.  

To ensure an efficient management, it is important that the company identifies the failure or the end 

of success of its products and it should be ready to put an end to their production, rationalizing the 

ranges of items managed. 
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6. Conclusions 
First aim of this thesis was to raise awareness on the visibility materials marketing instrument, mostly 

unknown to who does not work in the marketing branch. 

What has emerged from the discussion is that the success of such products lies it the role of acting at 

cognitive level on the perceptual space of the consumer, unconsciously orienting his choice. 

Psychological implications has not been addressed in this thesis work, because they fall outside the 

field of competence, however, to take them into consideration is essential for the development of a 

successful marketing plan. 

This work focused on the chance of exploiting the POS customization to reach different 

customer targets and on the importance of details: an integrated communication throughout the 

entire product lifecycle has revealed itself to be determinant, especially in FMCG industry. 

For this reason, Lavazza, which has defined four consumer targets, offers to the POS a wide range of 

materials , associated to the different blends. 

Given that, comparison analyses on research and development investments on different coffee blends 

are the most straightforward manner of checking if actual commitment is coherent to the ex-ante 

defined company’s growth plan, the position of the POS in the value-chain as interface between the 

core product and the final consumer and its strong correlation with the choices regarding coffee offer 

have raised the question whether investments in visibility materials may be considered as a proxy for 

the whole strategic directions taken by the company management. 

Therefore, the second aim of the thesis, after having test the real correlation between launches in 

coffee products and the company strategic objectives, was to verify the existence of a contingent and 

proportional commitment on the associated visibility materials. 

Outcomes of the analysis conducted on TIERRA product line, principal representative of the premium 

range, confirmed the hypothesis. 

Lavazza marketing department is certainly aware of the importance of this instrument, and 

this is demonstrated by the multi-year experience of collaborations with big names of design studios, 

however, results seem underline a further increasing interest in their application. 

To investigate this new hypothesis is not doable at presence, given the limited time-series of data 

available. 

However, it is of relevant importance that marketing department starts keeping track of company’s 

efforts, in order to be able, in the near future, to value the potential effectiveness of this instrument . 

This is particularly urgent because these kind of investment phenomena usually show a “inverted U” 

shapes performances increases with the investments, up to a certain point when they may result in a 
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detrimental effect if costs of development become higher than generated returns and to know the 

position with respect to that threshold can make the difference. 

Previous reasonings paved the way for further investigations to develop some rules to 

measure the impact of visibility materials in driving strategic plan success. 

This is a very ambitious challenge, due to several limitations, first among all the fact that psychological 

factor is hardly measurable. The only instrument that can be used is a massive market research , done 

by interviewing target consumers. 

At present, Lavazza does not carry out this specific analysis but the company relies on data from 

agencies that deal with consumers’ behavior statistics in the food and beverage industry (such as 

TradeLab), this is attributable to the fact that researches are costly and bear the risk of don’t bring 

anywhere useful and result interpretation can be misleading. 

Another factor preventing from deepening the analysis is the hard task of measuring an expected 

return from investment in marketing strategies, because they have an indirect effect on sales and also 

because it is onerous to trace back the specific financial voices that determine the success or the 

failure, given the strong collinearity among them. 

Despite these barriers, to know in depth this marketing instrument, nowadays, is essential to 

guarantee sustainability of company competitive advantage. 
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